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Buoyancy test
Hanging weight to life jacket that floated in the water, make sure that is not floated for more than 24

hours.

In the case of work for the life‐saving clothing and small marine life jacket, with a piece of iron in the

adult for 7.5kg (4kg for children for 5kg / children), make sure that is not floated for more than 24

hours.

 

Do the sampling inspection in every production and test.

Water performance test
In fact people are wearing a life jacket, in the posture of the rear inclined from the vertical, make

sure that you can float out the face above the water surface.

 

 

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport type approval goods?
 

■ country of established products that have passed the type approval test was a "type approval product" it is. The product which has obtained the approval

will be issued type approval number.

 

In order to get the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport type approval, including the operator / manufacturer examination by the Ministry of Land,

Infrastructure and Transport, design verification of the product, you will need to pass a variety of tests such as material testing and performance testing.

※ from October 2013, safety standards part of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport type approval criteria has been revised is now even higher. New

type or change approval to get in October 2013 or later you will need to pass this revised standard. (※ target properties of standard revision is a small marine life

jackets, work for life‐saving clothing, buoyancy aids, is four kinds of life ring for small boats.)

 

The test kit?
 

■ Of the country of‐determined type approval products have passed the type approval test, those who were examined by HK or JCI before shipment is
"test product" will be.
 

Japan Ship Equipment Inspection Association (HK) or, Japan Craft Inspection Organization (JCI) as the agency of the country, make the ship and of the mounting

goods inspection.

For even life jacket (PFD / life jacket) and oil fence, or has been prepared as of specification that has acquired the type approval, received check (test) by HK or

JCI for each production, only those that have passed the "Land, we can sell as Infrastructure and Transport type approval goods ".

Pass the life jacket received the test it is, can be mounted as a legal equipped with equipment of the ship.

Mark of cherry tree that has been imprinted in the life jacket body is the mark of type approval + test products.

 

The photograph is a test mark of JCI.

 

 

While the market has been noted as a "life jacket" and "life jacket" in the item description and package ※, there are many things not the type approval goods /

test goods. Please note that at the time of purchase.
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Wear test
Wearer is make sure that you can properly wear in less than one minute.

Load test (horizontal hanging)
Adult 2000N (about 200kg), hanging weight for children 1300N (about 130kg), make sure that the life

jacket is not damaged.

 

Do the sampling inspection in every production and test.

Load test (vertical hanging)
Pull up on the shoulder portion fitted with a PFD (life jacket) to the human type of frame that put the

weight, make sure that the life jacket is not damaged. Adult 750N (about 75kg), for children 490N

(about 45kg)

 

Do the sampling inspection in every production and test.

Expansion test / pressure test (inflatable life jacket

only)
It expands without harm to the wearer, also over two times the pressure of the normal pressure to

ensure that you do not damage.

 

Do the sampling inspection in every production and test.

Carelessness expansion test (inflatable life jacket only)
Mannequin in to wear a PFD (life jacket), and spray the provisions angle‐defined amount of water,

make sure that you do not accidentally inflated the PFD.

Rotational impact test (inflatable life jacket only)
Put a PFD (life jacket) to the testing machine to rotate, rotate the specified time. After the test is

inflated the PFD, make sure there is no damage such as holes.
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Oil test
Submerged for 24 hours a life jacket in light oil, to see if there are any abnormalities, such as

degradation and dissolution. Then, to see if it is possible to float hanging a weight of specified weight

in water.

Visual inspection
Make sure that the size and color, the size and structure, which is a specification street.

 

Do the sampling inspection in every production and test.

Temperature repeat test
Put a life jacket in a thermostatic dregs, and repeat 10 times the 65 ℃ and ‐30 ℃ temperature

environment. After the test, make sure that there is no abnormality of expansion and contraction,

etc., will also check whether it is possible to float with the weight of the prescribed weight after the

test.

Testing and Materials (weathering)
In order to verify the weather resistance of the materials used in the PFD (life jacket), to verify that

the deterioration of the material strength is within the prescribed by irradiation with xenon light.
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